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Abstract 38 

CA1 neurons in epileptic animals are vulnerable to selective changes in ion channel 39 

expression, called acquired channelopathies, which can increase the excitability of a 40 

neuron. Under normal conditions there is a gradient of ion channel expression and 41 

intrinsic excitability along the longitudinal, dorsoventral axis of hippocampal area CA1 of 42 

the rodent.  Many of these channels, including M-channels, GIRK channels and HCN 43 

channels, all have dorsoventral expression gradients that might be altered in rodent 44 

models of epilepsy.  Here, we show that the excitability of dorsal, but not ventral CA1 45 

neurons, had an increased firing rate, reduced interspike interval and increased input 46 

resistance in a status epilepticus (SE) model of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy.  As a result, 47 

the excitability of CA1 neurons became uniform across the dorsoventral axis of the rat 48 

hippocampus post-SE.  Using current clamp recordings with pharmacology and 49 

immunohistochemistry, we demonstrate that the expression of HCN channels was 50 

downregulated in the dorsal CA1 region post-SE, while the expression of M and GIRK 51 

channels were unchanged.  We did not find this acquired channelopathy in ventral CA1 52 

neurons post-SE.  Our results suggest that the excitability of dorsal CA1 neurons post-53 

SE increase to resemble the intrinsic properties of ventral CA1 neurons, which likely 54 

makes the hippocampal circuit more permissible to seizures, and contributes to the 55 

cognitive impairments associated with chronic epilepsy.    56 

 57 

Significance Statement 58 

Temporal Lobe Epilepsy is characterized by spontaneous seizures.  Evidence from 59 

patients and animal models suggest seizures are more likely to start in the ventral 60 
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hippocampus.  It is thought that disruptions in ion channel expression contributes to the 61 

generation of spontaneous seizures.  In this study, we compared the intrinsic properties 62 

of neurons at either end of hippocampal area CA1 in chronic epilepsy and found that 63 

through a reduction in HCN channel expression the intrinsic properties of neurons in 64 

dorsal CA1 change to resemble the properties of ventral CA1 neurons.  This work 65 

provides an anatomical context for the pathophysiological changes associated with 66 

epilepsy, and has implications for finding better treatments for epilepsy.   67 

 68 

Introduction  69 

Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE), affecting the hippocampus and surrounding cortices of 70 

the temporal lobe, is one of the most difficult forms of epilepsy to manage (Engel, 2001).  71 

Up to one third of patients have treatment-resistant, intractable TLE, which makes the 72 

affected networks susceptible to future seizures and cognitive impairment (Gowers, 73 

1882; Helmstaedter and Kockelmann, 2006; French, 2007; Coan and Cendes, 2013).   74 

 75 

In the clinical population and animal models, the hippocampus is not uniformly affected. 76 

In intractable TLE the anterior hippocampus is commonly targeted for surgical resection, 77 

and more vulnerable to cell loss compared to the posterior hippocampus (Wiebe et al., 78 

2001; Schramm, 2008; Thom et al., 2012).  Likewise in rodent models of epilepsy, 79 

neuronal loss, synaptic remodeling, and seizure initiation are more pronounced in the 80 

ventral (analogous to the human anterior hippocampus) compared to the dorsal 81 

hippocampus (Cavazos et al., 2004; Ekstrand et al., 2011; Toyoda et al., 2013).   82 

 83 
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Under normal conditions, the dorsal and ventral hippocampus have differences in 84 

connectivity, neuromodulatory tone, genetic expression markers and place field 85 

properties (Amaral and Witter, 1989; Fanselow et al., 2010; Strange et al., 2014).  In 86 

addition, in area CA1 the physiological and morphological properties of pyramidal 87 

neurons systematically differ along the dorsoventral axis of the hippocampus 88 

(Dougherty et al., 2012; Marcelin et al., 2012a; Hönigsperger et al., 2015; Malik et al., 89 

2015; Milior et al., 2016).  The differential distribution of ion channels like Kv7/M, GIRK, 90 

and HCN in conjunction with differences in morphology across the dorsoventral axis 91 

contribute to the increased intrinsic excitability of ventral CA1 neurons, compared to 92 

dorsal neurons (Marcelin et al., 2012b; Dougherty et al., 2013; Hönigsperger et al., 93 

2015; Kim and Johnston, 2015).  These differences could contribute to the increased 94 

sensitivity of the ventral hippocampus to epileptogenic stimuli (Elul, 1964; Racine et al., 95 

1977; Gilbert et al., 1985; Bragdon et al., 1986). 96 

 97 

While the mechanisms of TLE are still not well understood, there is a clear association 98 

between the presence of seizures and the dysregulation of ion channel expression 99 

(Yus-Nájera et al., 2003; Heinzen et al., 2007; Aronica et al., 2009).  In animal models 100 

of chronic epilepsy, CA1 neurons have been reported to have an increase in persistent 101 

sodium current and transient calcium current, but a reduction in the fast-inactivating A 102 

current, and hyperpolarization activated h current (Ketelaars et al., 2001; Su et al., 103 

2002; Bernard et al., 2004; Jung et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2011).   104 

 105 
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It is unknown if epilepsy-induced changes in neuronal excitability and the presence of 106 

acquired channelopathies are uniformly expressed across the dorsoventral axis of CA1.  107 

To address this question, we first examined the excitability phenotype of dorsal and 108 

ventral CA1 neurons in a post-status epilepticus (SE) model of TLE using whole cell 109 

current clamp recordings.  We found that post-SE the intrinsic membrane excitability of 110 

dorsal but not ventral CA1 neurons was increased.  This resulted in the normally 111 

disparate intrinsic membrane properties along the dorsoventral axis of area CA1 to 112 

become uniform post-SE.  We then tested the expression of three ion channel types 113 

using pharmacology and immunohistochemistry.  We found that this increase in 114 

excitability co-occured with a selective reduction in HCN, but not M or GIRK ion channel 115 

expression.  These data further strengthen the link between HCN channels and 116 

epilepsy, but show that this acquired channelopathy is not found in ventral CA1 117 

neurons, an area typically associated with seizure initiation and hippocampal sclerosis.  118 

We hypothesize that through the reduction of HCN channels the excitability of dorsal 119 

CA1 neurons is increased, which makes dorsal CA1 neurons become more like ventral 120 

CA1 neurons, and thus are more prone to engage in epileptiform and seizure activity.  121 

 122 

Methods  123 

Animals 124 

Male Sprague Dawley CD rats (Charles River, Wilmington, MA) weighing 150-175 125 

grams were acclimated to the facility for 1-2 weeks after arrival.  While in the facility, 126 

they were maintained on a 12L/12D cycle, and had access to food and water ad libitum.  127 
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All procedures were done in accordance with the rules and regulations of the University 128 

of Texas at Austin Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.  129 

 130 

Video-EEG Recording   131 

Surgery: Animals were implanted with electrodes and preamplifier on the top of the skull 132 

for in vivo EEG monitoring. Prior to the surgery, electrode wires were tinned with flux 133 

and all tools were sterilized with anprolene gas.  On the day of the surgery rats were 134 

anesthetized with isofluorane (4% in medical grade oxygen) for the first 10 minutes, and 135 

maintained on 1.5-2% isofluorane.  Toe pinch reflexes and breathing were monitored 136 

throughout the procedure.  The head was shaved and positioned into a stereotaxic 137 

frame.  Using aseptic surgical techniques, a large incision was made along the midline.  138 

For the subdural surgeries, the surface of the skull was scored with a razor blade and 9 139 

holes were drilled for 5 subdural electrodes and 4 anchors. An EEG electrode was 140 

placed over each hippocampus (4 mm posterior to bregma, 4 mm lateral).  The third 141 

EEG was placed over the frontal cortex 1mm anterior to bregma, 1.5 mm lateral). The 142 

reference and ground electrodes were placed above the cerebellum (11 mm posterior to 143 

bregma, 2 mm lateral).  For depth electrode recordings, 0.5 MΩ Parylene-C Insulated 144 

Tungsten Microelectrodes (A-M Systems Carlsborg, WA) were placed unilaterally in a 145 

bundle targeting the dorsal, intermediate and ventral hippocampus.  For all surgeries, 146 

leads were then connected to a 3 EEG Headmount, which were all custom ordered so 147 

that each electrode was compared to a single reference electrode (Pinnacle 148 

Technologies, Lawrence, KS).  Dental cement was used to secure the headmount to the 149 

skull.  Animals were given Rimadyl and Baytril to aid recovery.   150 
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 151 

Recording: After recovery baseline recordings were made, typically for ~5 days after the 152 

surgery.  Tethered recordings were made from individually housed rats.  Rats had 153 

access to food, water and bedding during the recordings.  EEG signals were acquired, 154 

amplified and digitized using the 3 EEG Sirenia system (Pinnacle Technologies, 155 

Lawrence, KS).  Data were acquired at 800 Hz and filtered at 400 Hz.  Time synced 156 

video footage was also captured for each animal.  v-EEG recording from one post-SE 157 

rat was continuous, while the others were intermittent (3 day/week; 8 hours/day for 2 158 

months).  In all cases, seizures were detected post-hoc using a 3 s sliding window with 159 

a 15 ms step size.  When the power was calculated to be above 100 μV2, voltage traces 160 

were flagged for inspection.  Only seizures with both a behavioral and electrographic 161 

component were counted.   162 

 163 

Status Epilepticus Induction 164 

Rats received a single intraperitoneal injection of 15mg/kg kainic acid (Abcam 165 

Cambridge, UK) or a water vehicle.  Within an hour after kainite behavioral seizures 166 

were apparent and rats began progressing through the Racine Scale ((Racine, 1972), 167 

(0) No sign of seizure (1) Behavioral arrest (2) Head nodding (3) Forelimb clonus (4) 168 

Rearing (5) Rearing and falling). After the first class 5 seizure, rats remained in status 169 

epilepticus for 1 hour.  Animals that did not have a class 5 seizure were not included in 170 

the study.  Seizures were terminated with a subcutaneous injection of 30 mg/kg 171 

pentobarbital (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) prepared in ethanol, propylene glycol and 172 
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water and sterile filtered.  Following induction, rats were given a saline injection, wet 173 

food, and single housed for the remainder of the experiment.  174 

 175 

Slice preparation 176 

Rats were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 90mg/kg ketamine and 177 

10mg/kg xylazine and transcardially perfused with cold (~4 °C) oxygenated cutting 178 

saline containing (in mM): 210 sucrose, 7 Dextrose, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 179 

NaHCO3, 7 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, 1.3 ascorbate and 3 pyruvate.  The brain was then 180 

removed and the midline was cut.  For dorsal slices the hemisphere was blocked by 181 

making 2 cuts at 45 degree from the coronal plane at the anterior (above the striatum) 182 

and posterior (occipital cortex) ends of the forebrain.  The tissue section was mounted 183 

on the posterior cut.  The ventral hippocampus was prepared by making an oblique cut 184 

(approximately 15 degrees from the horizontal plane) to the dorsal surface brain, and 185 

mounted on that cut surface. 350 μm slices were then made with a vibrating blade 186 

microtome (VT1000A, Leica Microsystems Inc. Wetzlar, Germany).  Slices were 187 

transferred to a bubbled (95%O2, 5%CO2), heated (34 °C) recovery chamber for 30 188 

minutes, which contained (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 189 

MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 Dextrose 1.3 ascorbate and 3 pyruvate.  Afterward the slices were 190 

kept at room temperature.  191 

 192 

Whole Cell Patch Clamp Recordings  193 

Recording Configuration: For all recordings, slices were submerged in a heated, 32-34 194 

°C chamber, and perfused with bubbled artificial cerebral spinal fluid, which was 195 
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perfused at 1-2 ml/min with artificial cerebral spinal fluid containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 3 196 

KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 Dextrose and 3 pyruvate at pH 197 

~7.4. Slices were visualized on an Axioskop 2 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY) 198 

with differential interference contrast optics and an infrared video camera (DAGE-MTI, 199 

Michigan City, IN). Healthy pyramidal neurons in the middle of the proximal-distal axis of 200 

CA1 were targeted.  Data were acquired with a Dagan BVC-700A amplifier with a 0.1N 201 

headstage (Dagan Corp., Minneapolis, MN, USA), and digitized with an ITC-18 (HEKA 202 

Instruments Inc., Holliston, MA, USA).  Data in this study were acquired at 10-20 kHz 203 

and filtered at 3-10 kHz.  The pipette capacitance was compensated and the bridge was 204 

balanced throughout all recordings.  Series resistance was monitored through 205 

recordings, and ranged from 8- 30 MΩ for somatic recordings and 13-35 MΩ for 206 

dendritic recordings.  The liquid junction potential, estimated to be ~12 mV, was not 207 

corrected. 208 

Microelectrodes: Borosilicate capillary glass 1.65mm external diameter (World Precision 209 

Instruments) was pulled with a Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (model P-97, Sutter 210 

Instruments, Novato, CA).  Electrodes used for somatic recordings were pulled to have 211 

a resistance of 4-6 MΩ.  For dendritic recordings electrodes had a resistance of 6-9 MΩ 212 

and were wrapped with parafilm to reduce the capacitance of the electrode.  Electrodes 213 

were filled with a solution containing (in mM): 120 potassium gluconate, 8 NaCl, 16 KCl, 214 

and 11 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 7 2K-phosphocreatine, and 0.2% neurobiotin 215 

pH 7.37.  For dendritic recordings, 16 μM Alexa 594 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 216 

Waltham, MA) was included to determine recording location.   217 
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Drugs: For all experiments, external AFSF saline included 20 μM 6,7 dinitroquinoxaline-218 

2,3-dione (DNQX), 25 μM D-22-amino-5 phosphonovaleric acid (D-APV), which were 219 

obtained from Alomone Labs (Jerusalem, Israel) and 2 μM SR-95531 (gabazine; 220 

Abcam, Cambridge, UK).  In some experiments 10 μM ZD7288, 10 μM XE991, 2 μM 221 

CGP-55845, or 0.5 μM TTX were included in the ACSF (Abcam, Cambridge, UK).  In 222 

addition, for some experiments, 2 mM NiCl2 or 50 μM BaCl2 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, 223 

MO) were included in the ACSF.  ZD7288 was only introduced through the bath 224 

transiently, for 3-4 minutes.  This prevented a nonspecific depolarization that occurs 225 

with continuous bath application, yet provided a stable block for ~30 minutes (Kim and 226 

Johnston, 2015). 227 

Acquisition and Analysis of Subthreshold Measurements: Data were acquired and 228 

analyzed with a custom written software in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).  229 

To measure the input resistance and rebound slope a family of 800 ms long current 230 

injections from -150 to 50 pA were delivered to the cell.  Voltage traces were excluded 231 

from the analysis if action potentials were generated. To calculate the input resistance, 232 

the change in voltage was plotted against the current amplitude (-70 to 10 pA), and the 233 

slope of a linear fit was reported. The amplitude of the rebound depolarization was 234 

plotted against the membrane potential at the end of the step, and the slope of a linear 235 

fit was referred to as the rebound slope.  To calculate the peak resonance frequency, a 236 

±50 pA sinusoidal current that increased in frequency from 0-15 Hz over 15 sec was 237 

injected to the cell.  The current and the voltage response were then transformed from a 238 

times series into the frequency domain with a fast Fourier transform.  A ratio of the real 239 

portion of the transformed voltage and current was used to calculate the impedance 240 
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amplitude response.  This relationship was fit with a polynomial function, and the 241 

frequency at which the impedance was at its maximum was defined as the peak 242 

resonance frequency.   243 

 244 

Analysis of Suprathreshold Measurements:  To measure the firing intensity a family of 245 

800 ms long current injections from 100 to 500 pA were delivered to the cell.  The action 246 

potentials generated were measured at -20 mV.  From traces that had 8-11 action 247 

potential, features of action potential shape were measured.  The threshold was defined 248 

as the membrane potential at which the first derivative exceeded 20 mV/ms.  The 249 

maximum of the first derivative was measured.  The membrane potential at the peak of 250 

each action potential was subtracted from rest to calculate the amplitude. The fast 251 

afterhyperpolarization (fAHP) was detected by finding location within 1.5 ms of each 252 

spike where the derivative crossed zero for the second time.  The membrane potential 253 

at this time was then subtracted from the threshold membrane potential to calculate the 254 

fAHP amplitude.  The spike frequency accommodation (SFA) was reported as a ratio of 255 

the sixth spike to the first.  256 

 257 

Post hoc Longitudinal Position Model 258 

Histological Processing: During the physiological recordings cells were filled with 259 

neurobiotin and were then fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer and 260 

stored at 4 °C for 48 hours – 3 months.  These slices were then processed to amplify 261 

the biotin signal with avidin using an avadin HRP system, and a diaminobenzene 262 

precipitate was made for visualization (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).  Slices 263 
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were mounted in glycerol.  This was done for all cells to confirm that the slicing process 264 

did not damage the recorded neurons.   265 

 266 

Dorsoventral Statistical Model: Images of processed slices were imported into Fiji 267 

(Schindelin et al., 2012).  Two measurements were made in the transverse plane of the 268 

hippocampal subregions CA1, CA3 and DG.  Within CA1 the transverse length of the 269 

pyramidal cell layer from CA2 to the subiculum was measured.  In addition, the radial 270 

length of the distal dendritic layer, SLM, was measured at the middle proximal-distal 271 

axis of CA1.  A ratio of the transverse to the radial SLM lengths were calculated for 272 

CA1; this value differed most along the dorsoventral axis.  In CA3 a ratio of the 273 

transverse length (including CA2) to the radial length, from the alveus to the 274 

hippocampal fissure, was calculated.  In the dentate gyrus a ratio of transverse length 275 

including both blades, and the length from the tip of the infrapyramidal to the 276 

suprapyramidal blade was calculated.  These ratios were then put into the linear 277 

regression model for rats: Relative longitudinal position = -7.23+0.43(CA1 278 

ratio)+0.50(CA3 ratio)+0.34(DG ratio).  The rat hippocampus is estimated to be about 279 

10 mm long, and approximately 8 mm of the entire structure has well-defined 280 

hippocampal subregions.  Malik and colleagues segregated the longitudinal axis of the 281 

hippocampus into four 1.5 mm bins defined as dorsal, dorsal intermediate, ventral 282 

intermediate and ventral (Malik et al., 2015).  The longitudinal location of a slice was 283 

predicted with an accuracy of ±0.59 mm with 90% confidence. 284 

 285 

Neuronal Reconstructions 286 
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Filled cells that had a high signal to noise ratio were used for cellular reconstructions. 287 

Neuronal tracings were done under 40x magnification on a light microscope with the 288 

Neurolucida software (MBF Biosciences, Williston, VT).  Cell bodies and dendritic arbor 289 

were reconstructed, but spines and axons were not always visible, and therefore, were 290 

not included.  Branching patterns were quantified using the Sholl analysis, where circles 291 

of increasing radii (20.6 μm increments) were overlaid on the neuron (Sholl, 1953).  292 

Dendritic length and surface area were computed using the Neurolucida software.   293 

 294 

Immunohistochemistry  295 

Tissue Preparation: Rats were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 296 

ketamine/xylazine and once anesthetized intracardially perfused with cold cutting saline 297 

(same as for acute slice preparation) and then 4% paraformaldehyde.  Tissue was 298 

blocked for dorsal and ventral sections and then left in 4% PFA in 0.1M phosphate 299 

buffer for one day.  Tissue is then left at room temp in a solution containing 30% 300 

sucrose and 2% PFA in 50 mM phosphate buffer for three days.  Saturated tissue was 301 

sectioned to 50 μm on a freezing sliding microtome or cryostat (Leica Microsystems, 302 

Wetzlar, Germany) and stored in cryoprotectant (50 mM phosphate buffer with 1.7M 303 

glucose and 9.6M glycol, pH 7.4).   304 

 305 

Immunostaining: Free floating sections were rinsed with PBS, permeabilized with 0.5% 306 

Triton-X (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and incubated in a blocking buffer containing 307 

0.25% Triton and 10% normal goat serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, 308 

PA) in PBS.  Primary antibodies for channel subunit was multiplexed with mouse MAP2 309 
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(1:1000, M9942, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and incubated with the slices at 4 °C 310 

overnight.  The primary antibodies included HCN1 (1:500, AB_2115181, UC Davis/NIH 311 

NeuroMab Facility, Davis, CA), GIRK2 (1:200, APC-006, Alomone Labs Jerusalem, 312 

Israel), and KV7.2 (1:50, AB_2131704, UC Davis/NIH NeuroMab Facility, Davis, CA).  313 

Primary antibody concentrations were compared to no antibody control, and 314 

concentrations were selected from a pilot experiments with 3 serial dilutions. Slices 315 

were then incubated with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies complementing 316 

the hosts of the primary antibodies (1:500, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, 317 

PA).  Sections were mounted in Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL).   318 

 319 

Data Collection and Analysis: Sections were visualized with a Zeiss Axio Imager Z2 320 

microscope running AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY).  321 

Images were acquired as multi-channel mosaics in 16-bit grayscale format.  Exposure 322 

times were selected to prevent saturated pixels, and be under 450 ms for all 323 

experiments.  Within an experiment the exposure time was uniform across all sections.  324 

Each image in an experiment was calibrated to the same scale, where 0 is black and a 325 

lighter signal is indicative of more protein. In FIJI, the average gray value was measured 326 

from images using either a rectangular box or the plot profile function (Schindelin et al., 327 

2012).  With the plot profile the somatodendritic length was normalized and binned into 328 

20 segments.  329 

 330 

Statistics 331 
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All data are represented as the mean ± s.e.m.  Prism 7 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA) was 332 

used for all statistical analysis.  In all cases the representative examples were the 333 

closest replicate to the group mean.  Subthreshold properties were compared using t-334 

test, or analysis of variance (ANOVA).   Suprathreshold properties were compared with 335 

multiple t-test corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method.  336 

Reconstructions were compared using a t-test or repeated measures two-way ANOVA. 337 

Immunohistochemical results were compared using a t-test or multiple t-tests with the 338 

Holm-Sidak correction.  339 

 340 

Results 341 

Animals have seizures within 1 month post-status epilepticus 342 

After one week of habituation, rats randomly received an i.p. injection of 15 mg/kg kainic 343 

acid or vehicle (Fig 1A).  The induced seizures were progressive and stereotyped as 344 

described by the Racine Scale (Racine, 1972).  Animals spent one hour in status 345 

epilepticus (SE), and were then given 30 mg/kg s.c. pentobarbital.  Control rats also 346 

received an injection of pentobarbital to account for any possible effects of the 347 

compound.  After the induced seizures, rats recovered and underwent a seizure-free 348 

latent period, and then began experiencing chronic recurrent seizures (Fig 1B).  349 

Intermittent recordings from rats equipped with subdural cortical screws showed that 350 

seizures were detected within the first month (mean 20 ± 3.18 days; Fig 1C), whereas 351 

no seizures were recorded from control animals (n=2, data not shown).  Since all 352 

animals implanted with EEG headstages had seizures in the first month (n=5), 353 

subsequent electrophysiological or immunohistochemical experiments were carried out 354 
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in the second month post-SE.  Rats were euthanized for electrophysiological and 355 

biochemical experiments on average 42 days after the induction of SE (Control: 41.8 ± 356 

8.1 days, Post-SE: 41.7 ± 9.3 days; Fig 1D). 357 

 358 

Dorsal and Ventral Slices Are from Clearly Defined Regions Along the 359 

Longitudinal Hippocampal Axis 360 

We restricted our study to the poles of the longitudinal, dorsoventral axis of CA1. 361 

Representative dorsal and ventral sections are shown (Fig 2A).  We estimated the 362 

longitudinal location of 73 of the 88 slices used for the somatic recordings using a post 363 

hoc algorithm (Malik et al., 2015).  We found slices intended to be collected from the 364 

dorsal and ventral hippocampus were, in fact, mapped back to the targeted locations 365 

(Fig 2B). 366 

 367 

More specifically, the predicted locations of the 8 mm of length of the hippocampus 368 

ranged from 4 mm, the dorsal-most location, to -4 mm, the most-ventral.  The 369 

predefined midpoint for the dorsal region was 2 mm, and the ventral region had a 370 

midpoint of -2.5 mm (Malik et al., 2015).  We found that dorsal slices in this study had a 371 

midpoint of 2.01 ± 0.09 mm.  The most dorsal recording had a predicted location of 3.21 372 

mm and the most intermediate having a location of 1.19 mm. For ventral hippocampal 373 

slices, the predicted location was -2.95 ± 0.06 mm, with the most ventral recording 374 

having a predicted location of -3.54 mm and the most intermediate having a location of -375 

2.19 mm.  By employing the statistical model developed by Malik and colleagues we 376 

have shown that the following experiments were done in well-defined regions that are 377 
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consistent with previous work (Fig 2B). This is something that will be of increasing 378 

importance as our understanding of the hippocampus evolves. 379 

 380 

Dorsoventral Differences in Excitability Are Absent post-SE 381 

Several labs have reported differences in the firing pattern of dorsal and ventral CA1 382 

neurons (Dougherty et al., 2012; Marcelin et al., 2012a; Hönigsperger et al., 2015; Malik 383 

et al., 2015; Milior et al., 2016).  In adult rats, CA1 pyramidal neurons in the ventral 384 

hippocampus fire more action potentials than CA1 neurons in the dorsal hippocampus 385 

in response to identical current injections.  To test whether this dorsoventral difference 386 

in firing was present post-SE, whole cell current clamp recordings were made at the 387 

resting membrane potential from CA1 pyramidal neurons in acute dorsal and ventral 388 

hippocampal slices from control and post-SE rats (Fig 3A).  In all experiments blockers 389 

of fast synaptic transmission were used to detect only changes in excitability intrinsic to 390 

the cell being recorded.  Treatment groups in Figure 3B–E are displayed separately for 391 

clarity, but were tested for statistical significance together (RM two-way ANOVA F(24, 392 

576)=6.461, p<0.0001).  Consistent with previous work, ventral CA1 neurons from 393 

control rats fired more action potentials than dorsal CA1 neurons (Tukey post hoc 394 

p=0.004– <0.0001 for 200–500 pA; dorsal: 14 cells/10 rats, circles; ventral: 21 cells/16 395 

rats, triangles; Fig 3B).  We then tested whether the firing of dorsal or ventral CA1 396 

neurons changed post-SE.  We found dorsal CA1 neurons had an increased firing 397 

output (Tukey post hoc p=0.001–<0.0001 for 250–500 pA; Fig 3C), but the firing pattern 398 

of ventral CA1 neurons was unchanged post-SE (Tukey post hoc comparisons p=0.91–399 

0.99; Fig 3D).  This change in the firing of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE resulted in an 400 
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equivalent firing output of dorsal and ventral neurons post-SE (Tukey post hoc 401 

comparisons p=0.70–>0.99; dorsal: 21 cells/16 rats; ventral: 20 cells/17 rats; Fig 3E).   402 

 403 

The generation of spike trains is dependent on the subthreshold and suprathreshold 404 

properties of a neuron. We first hypothesized that the increased firing in dorsal neurons 405 

post-SE resulted from a change in the repetitive spiking behavior.  Trains that had 8–11 406 

action potentials, in the middle of the response curve, were selected for further analysis. 407 

There was no difference the shape of the first action potential or the progression of 408 

action potentials between control and post-SE dorsal neurons (control: n=14 cells/N=11 409 

rats; post-SE: n=18 cells/N=14 rats; Fig 4A).  The threshold (multiple t-tests using 410 

Holms-Sidak correction, p<0.99; Fig 4B), rate of rise (multiple t-tests using Holms-Sidak 411 

correction, p=0.67–0.74; Fig 4C), amplitude (multiple t-tests using Holms-Sidak 412 

correction, p=0.47–0.78; Fig 4D), and fast afterhyperpolarization (multiple t-tests using 413 

Holms-Sidak correction, p=0.66–0.98; Fig 4E) were unchanged in dorsal neurons post-414 

SE.  The interspike interval (ISI), however, was reduced in the middle of the train in 415 

dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE (multiple t-tests using Holms-Sidak correction, p=0.02 ISI 416 

#4, 5, p=0.03 ISI #6; Fig 4A, F). 417 

 418 

Dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons have different subthreshold membrane properties in 419 

untreated rats (Dougherty et al., 2012; Hönigsperger et al., 2015; Malik et al., 2015).  420 

We measured the resting membrane potential of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons from 421 

control and post-SE rats.  Data in panels A and B of Figure 5 are plotted separately to 422 

emphasize the role epilepsy played in setting resting membrane potential, but these 423 
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data were tested for statistical significance collectively (one-way ANOVA F(3, 424 

75)=23.08, p<0.0001).  In CA1 neurons from control rats, dorsal neurons are on 425 

average 4.5 mV more hyperpolarized than ventral neurons, in agreement with previous 426 

reports (dorsal: -68.9 ± 0.9 mV, n=16 cells/N=10 rats; ventral: -64.4 ± 0.5 mV, n=21 427 

cells/N=15 rats, Sidak post-hoc p<0.0001; Fig 5A).  We found that in dorsal and ventral 428 

CA1 neurons post-SE this difference is preserved; dorsal neurons are on average 5.4 429 

mV more negative than ventral neurons post-SE (dorsal: -68.2 ± 0.6, n=21 cells/N=14 430 

rats; ventral: -62.8 ± 0.6 mV, n=21 cells/N=16 rats, Sidak post-hoc p<0.0001; Fig 5B).  431 

We next sought to measure input resistance, an indirect measure of ion channels open 432 

in the membrane at rest, and as such is dependent on the membrane potential.  433 

Similarly, data presented in Figure 5E–H are graphed separately to highlight specific 434 

relationships between the groups, but statistical comparisons were made collectively 435 

(ANOVA F(3, 70)=8.56, p<0.0001).  In recordings from control dorsal and ventral CA1 436 

neurons, we found, consistent with previous reports, at -65 mV the input resistance was 437 

larger in ventral CA1 neurons than dorsal CA1 neurons (dorsal: 46.1 ± 2.7 MΩ n=13 438 

cells/N=10 rats; ventral: 73.5 ± 3.7 MΩ 21 cells/15 rats, Sidak post hoc, p<0.0001; Fig 439 

5C-E).  We then compared the effect of epilepsy on dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons.  440 

Dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE had a larger input resistance (Sidak post hoc p=0.02; Fig 441 

5F), but ventral CA1 neurons post-SE were not statistically different from control (Sidak 442 

post hoc p=0.08; Fig 5G).  To understand the relationship between dorsal and ventral 443 

neurons post-SE, we compared the input resistance of these neurons, and found that 444 

there was no difference between the input resistance of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons 445 
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post-SE (dorsal: 61.95 ± 3.7 MΩ n=20 cells/N=14 rats, ventral: 62.01 ± 3.7 MΩ 20 446 

cells/16 rats; Sidak post hoc p>0.99; Fig 5H). 447 

 448 

Epilepsy-induced dysregulations in ion channel expression enriched in the dendrites 449 

have been reported (Bernard et al., 2004; Jung et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2008).  In 450 

addition, there are differences between the dendritic input resistance of dorsal and 451 

ventral neurons (Dougherty et al., 2012).  We wanted to test whether the intrinsic 452 

properties at the apical dendrite of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons had changed post-453 

SE.  Whole cell current clamp recordings were obtained from the apical dendrite of 454 

dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons. Since ventral neurons have a longer radial length than 455 

dorsal neurons, a slightly more distal location was targeted.  The average recording 456 

location for dorsal neurons was 177 ± 11.7 μm from the soma, and for ventral neurons 457 

207 ± 11.7 μm from the soma.  After obtaining quality recordings we measured the 458 

voltage response to subthreshold current injections at four membrane potentials: -60 459 

mV, -65 mV, -70 mV, -75 mV.  Representative voltage traces from -65 mV are shown in 460 

Fig 6A–B.  Under control conditions, the dendritic input resistance of ventral CA1 461 

neurons is larger than dorsal CA1 neurons (two-way ANOVA F(1, 37)=32.39, p<0.0001; 462 

Fig 6C).  In addition, the input resistance of ventral CA1 neurons had a steeper voltage 463 

dependence than dorsal CA1 neurons.  In dorsal CA1 neurons, the elevation of the 464 

dendritic input resistance post-SE is significantly different from controls (control: n=7 465 

dendrites/N=6 rats, post-SE: n=8 dendrites/N=8 rats; two-way ANOVA F(1, 47)=4.80, 466 

p=0.03; Fig 6D).  In ventral CA1 neurons the dendritic input resistance is unchanged 467 

post-SE (control: n=7 dendrites/N=6 rats, post-SE: n=8 dendrites/N=7 rats, two-way-468 
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ANOVA F(1, 44)=0.01, p=0.91; Fig 6E).  Post-SE the dendritic input resistance differed 469 

between dorsal and ventral neurons (two-way ANOVA F(1, 54)=8.55, p=0.005; Fig 6F). 470 

  471 

Neuronal Morphology Is Unchanged in Post-SE model 472 

In experimental epilepsy models neuronal morphology has been reported to change 473 

(Pyapali and Turner, 1994; Drakew et al., 1996; Isokawa, 2000).  The cellular response 474 

appears to be dependent on both the cell type and model used.  As such, it is unknown 475 

if the morphology of dorsal or ventral CA1 neurons change post-SE.  This is of crucial 476 

importance to the interpretation of our experiments because the intrinsic properties of a 477 

neurons are determined by both the ion channel composition and distribution throughout 478 

a neuron, but also neuronal morphology.  A subset of neuronal fills from fixed slices 479 

were traced under light microscopy using Neurolucidia (control: n=4 neurons/N=4 rats; 480 

post-SE: n=6 neurons/N=6 rats; Fig 7A) (control: n=4 neurons/N=4 rats; post-SE: n=4 481 

neurons/N=4 rats; Fig 7D).  Analysis of the branching pattern in dorsal (RM ANOVA, 482 

F(26, 208)=1.33, p=0.14; Fig 7B) and ventral CA1 (RM ANOVA, F(31, 186)=1.13, 483 

p=0.30; Fig 7E) neurons did not reveal an epilepsy-induced change in neuron shape.  484 

Further analysis of the total length of the dendritic arbor were not different in dorsal or 485 

ventral CA1 neurons (control: 8.84 ± 1.23 mm, post-SE: 7.32 ± 0.80 mm, unpaired t-486 

test, p=0.31; Fig 7C) (control: 7.38 ± 0.92 mm, post-SE: 5.82 ± 0.77 mm, unpaired t-487 

test, p=0.24; Fig7F).  These cellular reconstructions suggested that a change in 488 

morphology cannot explain the changes in excitability post-SE.  489 

 490 
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In summary, under normal circumstances dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons have distinct 491 

intrinsic properties due to differences in the distribution of ion channels and 492 

morphological properties.  Post-SE we observed this difference in the intrinsic 493 

properties was absent, yet the morphological properties were intact.  This led us to 494 

hypothesize that the distribution of ion channels had changed post-SE.  Furthermore, 495 

we suspected that the ion channels, previously shown to have a dorsoventral gradient 496 

under normal conditions would be the most likely candidates to be responsible for this 497 

change.  To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the dorsoventral expression of three 498 

channel types M, GIRK and HCN in the post-SE model of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy.   499 

 500 

M (Kv7) Channel Expression Is Unchanged in Epilepsy Model 501 

We first queried the expression of ion channels shown under normal conditions to be 502 

enriched in dorsal CA1 neurons hypothesizing that the development of epilepsy might 503 

cause a dorsoventral uniformity of expression. We hypothesized that the reduction in ISI 504 

duration observed in dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE could be caused by a reduction of M 505 

current (Fig 4).  To test this, we compared two M-dependent membrane properties: 506 

pharmacological sensitivity of the ISI and resonance at depolarized membrane 507 

potentials.  Dorsal CA1 neurons were held slightly depolarized, at -60 mV, to increase 508 

the probability of M channel opening, and evoked action potentials were measured from 509 

the soma.  Measurements were taken before (ACSF) and in the presence of 10 μM 510 

XE991, an M channel blocker.  Consistent with our previous observations, we saw a 511 

mid-train reduction in the ISI post-SE (control: n=5 cells/N=5 rats, post-SE: n=5 512 

cells/N=5 rats; multiple t-tests using Holms-Sidak correction, p=0.02 ISI #6, 7; Fig 8A, 513 
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4F). We compared the spike frequency adaption (SFA) between control and post-SE 514 

groups, and found that while XE-991 caused a significant reduction in SFA, there was 515 

no difference between the treatment groups (RM two-way ANOVA, F(1, 8)=0.4707, 516 

p=0.51), however there was a significant effect of XE-991 (RM two-way ANOVA F(1, 517 

8)=14.07, p=.01; Fig 8B).  In ventral CA1 neurons, which do not accommodate like 518 

dorsal CA1 neurons, bath application of XE991 had no effect on the ISI (control: n=4 519 

cells/N=4 rats; post-SE: n=4 cells/N=4 rats; multiple t-tests using Holms-Sidak 520 

correction, p>0.05 for all ISIs; Fig 8C), and there was no difference in the SFA between 521 

control and post-SE groups (RM two-way ANOVA, F(1, 9)=2.65, p=0.14; Fig 8D).  522 

These results are consistent with the differences in XE991-sensitivity in dorsal and 523 

ventral neurons reported by Hönigsperger and colleagues (2015).   524 

 525 

In our second test of M-dependent membrane properties, we measured resonance at 526 

depolarized membrane potentials.  At depolarized membrane potentials, where HCN 527 

channels are not active, resonance is the result of an interaction between M channels 528 

and the membrane in CA1 neurons (Hu et al., 2002).  We compared the peak 529 

resonance frequency at membrane potentials from -55 to -25 mV in dorsal neurons from 530 

control and post-SE animals.  We did not see any difference in the peak frequency at 531 

these voltages between control and post-SE dorsal neurons (control: n=6 cells/N=4 rats, 532 

post-SE: n=4 cells/N=3 rats; RM two-way ANOVA F(3, 30)=2.60), p=0.07; Fig 8E, F).  533 

 534 

We also examined the relative protein staining of Kv7.2, a commonly expressed M 535 

channel subunit which is linked to the genetic epilepsy, benign familial neonatal 536 
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convulsions (Biervert et al., 1998; Singh et al., 1998).  Dorsal and ventral slices from 537 

control and post-SE groups were immunolabeled and imaged (Fig 9). We targeted the 538 

stratum oriens for quantification, since the highest expression of M channels is in the 539 

axon (Devaux et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2006).  A rectangular region of interest 540 

(schematized in yellow) of equal size was overlaid on each slice and the gray value of 541 

each pixel was averaged to compute the mean gray value (Fig 9A–B, D–E).  We did not 542 

find an epilepsy-induced difference in expression in either dorsal (control: 5421 ± 131.2 543 

A.U., n=2 sections/N=5 animals, post-SE: 6107 ± 294.5 A.U., n=2 sections/N=5 544 

animals; unpaired t-test, p=0.07; Fig 9C) or ventral CA1 (control: 5570 ± 237.7 A.U., 545 

n=2 sections/N=5 animals, post-SE: 6127 ± 193.4 A.U., n=2 sections/N=5 animals; 546 

unpaired t-test, p=0.11; Fig 9F).  One caveat with this method of quantification is that we 547 

were unable to distinguish Kv7.2 labeling of CA1 pyramidal neurons from other axons in 548 

the region such as interneurons and Schaffer collaterals.  In sum, our analysis of M 549 

channel expression using physiological and biochemical approaches suggested that 550 

there is no difference between control and post-SE expression levels.       551 

 552 

Epileptic Network Activity Did Not Induce GIRK Channel Plasticity 553 

We hypothesized that a reduction in GIRK channel expression, might contribute to the 554 

increase in input resistance we observed in dorsal neurons post-SE.  To test whether 555 

GIRK channel expression was altered post-SE, we bath applied a low concentration of 556 

barium (50 μM) to block inward rectifiers (Kim and Johnston, 2015).  We compared the 557 

effect of barium on the membrane potential and input resistance within the dorsal and 558 

ventral regions.  When recording from the soma of dorsal neurons, barium caused a 559 
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prominent depolarization of approximately 7 mV in both control and post-SE groups 560 

(control: 7.6 ± 1.2 mV, n=7 cells/N=5 rats, post-SE: 7.0 ± 1.2 mV, n=9 cells/N=5 rats; 561 

unpaired t-test, p=0.69; Fig 10A).  Barium increased the input resistance in dorsal CA1 562 

neurons from both control and post-SE groups (Fig 10B, C).  We saw an average 563 

increase of 33 ± 9.2% in control neurons (n=7 cells/N=5 rats) and 40.3 ± 4.4% post-SE 564 

(n=9 cells/N=5 rats).  When statistically compared, we could not distinguish these two 565 

groups (unpaired t-test, p=0.45).  We saw a similar pattern in ventral CA1 neurons.  566 

Barium caused an increase of 4 mV in the resting membrane potential in both control 567 

and post-SE neurons (control: 4.22 ± 0.73 mV n=8 cells/N=7 rats, post-SE: 4.18 ± 0.98 568 

mV n=7 cells/N=5 rats; unpaired t-test, p=0.69; Fig 10D).  The input resistance 569 

increased with barium (control: 18.1 ± 3.5% n=8 cells/N=7 rats, post-SE: 33.7 ± 10.8% 570 

n=7 cells/N=5 rats), but the two groups were not different from one another (unpaired t-571 

test, p=0.17; Fig 10E, F). 572 

 573 

Girk2 (Kir3.2) is one of the most ubiquitously expressed subunits of GIRK channels in 574 

the hippocampus (Karschin et al., 1996; Liao et al., 1996).  The absence of GIRK2 575 

causes spontaneous seizures in mice (Signorini et al., 1997).  Representative images 576 

show a nuclear stain in the upper left and GIRK2 staining in the upper right with an 577 

expanded view of CA1 below (Fig 11A–B, D–E).  In agreement with the results from the 578 

whole cell recordings, we did not see an epilepsy induced difference in GIRK2 protein 579 

expression in either the dorsal (n=2 slices/N=5 animals, multiple t-test with Holms-Sidak 580 

correction, p=0.99; Fig 11C) or ventral hippocampus (n=2 slices/N=5 animals, multiple t-581 

test with Holms-Sidak correction, p=0.99; Fig 11F).   582 
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In summary, we had hypothesized that a reduction in GIRK channel expression could 583 

explain the increased input resistance of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE.  Our data, 584 

however, did not support this hypothesis.  Instead, it appears GIRK expression is 585 

resistant to seizure induced plasticity in this model. 586 

 587 

HCN Channel Expression is Reduced in Dorsal CA1 Neurons Post-SE 588 

We hypothesized a reduction in the expression of HCN channels could contribute to the 589 

increased input resistance of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE.   To test this, we measured 590 

1) resonance frequency, an intrinsic property associated with HCN channel expression 591 

and 2) sensitivity to the blocker, ZD7288.  In CA1 neurons at subthreshold membrane 592 

potentials, resonance is primarily an interplay between the passive properties of the 593 

membrane and HCN channels (Narayanan and Johnston, 2007).  In our recordings from 594 

the soma of dorsal neurons the peak resonance frequency was not significantly different 595 

between control and post-SE neurons (control: 3.93 ± 0.33 Hz, n=12 cells/N=9 rats, 596 

post-SE: 3.18 ± 0.25 Hz, n=19 cells/N=14 rats; unpaired t-test, p=0.08; Fig 12A, B).  In 597 

the dendrite of dorsal CA1 neurons, however, we found that the peak resonance 598 

frequency post-SE was reduced by about 1 Hz compared to control (control: 4.84 ± 0.34 599 

Hz, n=7 dendrites/N=6 rats, post-SE: 3.98 ± 0.19 Hz, n=7 dendrites/N=7 rats; unpaired 600 

t-test, p=0.04; unpaired t test, p=0.72; Fig 12C, D). In ventral CA1 neurons we did not 601 

detect a difference in the peak resonance frequency at the soma (control: 2.86 ± 0.29 602 

Hz, n=19 cells/N=15 rats, post-SE: 2.98 ± 0.30 Hz, n=19 cells/N=14 rats; Fig 12E, F) or 603 

dendrite post-SE (control: 2.90 ± 0.34 Hz, n=7 dendrites/N=7 rats, post-SE: 3.36 ± 0.51 604 

Hz, n=7 dendrites/N=7 rats; unpaired t test, p=0.47; Fig 12G, H).  HCN channels have 605 
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been shown to play a more prominent role in the subthreshold properties of ventral CA1 606 

neurons, due to a right-shifted voltage dependence (Dougherty et al., 2013).  Therefore, 607 

it is surprising that we did not detect a change in peak resonance frequency in ventral 608 

CA1 neurons post-SE.  While the intrinsic excitability appeared to become more uniform 609 

across the dorsoventral axis, these data would suggest that the gradient of HCN 610 

expression is more pronounced post-SE.   611 

 612 

We then assessed the effect of 10 μM ZD7288, an HCN channel blocker, on the input 613 

resistance and rebound slope at the dendrite of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons post-614 

SE.  A larger change in input resistance is indicative of an increase in functional HCN 615 

channels.  Similarly, the rebound slope is an indirect measured of HCN channels, where 616 

a more negative slope signifies more Ih.  At -70 mV, a membrane potential where HCN 617 

channels would normally be active, ZD7288 caused the dendritic steady state input 618 

resistance to increase in dorsal CA1 neurons from control rats (ACSF: 33.6 ± 4.2 MΩ, 619 

ZD7288: 110.7 ± 21.6 MΩ; n=4 dendrites/N=4 rats Fig 13A, B).  The dendritic input 620 

resistance of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE increased, but to a lesser extent than 621 

controls (ACSF: 42.5 ± 4.0 MΩ, ZD7288: 87.3 ± 12.4 MΩ, n=5 dendrites /N=5 rats; Fig 622 

13A, B).  The relative change in input resistance was significantly reduced in the post-623 

SE group (control: 221.5 ± 27.6%, post-SE: 112.1 ± 14.4%, unpaired t test p=0.01; Fig 624 

13C).  Prior to ZD7288 bath application, the rebound slope at the dendrite of dorsal CA1 625 

neurons was reduced post-SE compared to control (control: -0.41 ± 0.06 mV/mV, n=4 626 

dendrites/N=4 rats, post-SE: -0.23 ± 0.05 mV/mV, n=5 dendrites/n=5 rats, two-way 627 

ANOVA F(1, 7)=5.69, Sidak post-hoc p=0.01; Fig 13D).  This reduction, like the smaller 628 
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change in input resistance, is consistent with less Ih.  Following application of ZD7288, 629 

the dendritic input resistance of ventral CA1 neurons increased in both control (ACSF 630 

52.5 ± 5.5 MΩ, ZD7288 107.5 ± 10.6 MΩ, n=4 dendrites/N=4 rats) and post-SE (ACSF 631 

55.3 ± 7.1 MΩ, ZD7288 122.0 ± 7.8 MΩ, n=7 dendrites /n=6 rats) groups.  The relative 632 

change, however was not different between the two groups (control: 107.0 ± 22.7%, n=4 633 

dendrites/N=4 rats, post-SE: 136.2 ± 31.3%, n=7 dendrites/N=6 rats, unpaired t test 634 

p=0.54; Fig 13E-G).  Similarly, the rebound slope was not different between control and 635 

post-SE groups in ventral CA1 neurons (RM two-way ANOVA, F(1, 10)=0.01, p=0.93; 636 

Fig 13H). 637 

 638 

A reduction in resonance frequency and sensitivity to ZD could be caused by a 639 

reduction in channel expression or an alteration in the biophysical properties of 640 

channels in the membrane.  To test whether the expression pattern of HCN channels 641 

changed post-SE, we measured the immunoreactivity to the HCN1 channel subunits in 642 

dorsal and ventral CA1.  For each panel, the upper left inset shows the nuclear staining 643 

pattern for each section revealing the gross hippocampal histology (Fig 14A-B, D-E).  In 644 

the expansion of CA1 below the HCN1 immunofluorescence is shown.  Under control 645 

conditions, we saw an increase in HCN1 staining in the distal dendritic layer of stratum 646 

lacunosum moleculare (SLM) of both dorsal and ventral CA1 (Fig 14A, D).  In the dorsal 647 

CA1 post-SE, this increase in HCN1 labeling in the distal dendrites was absent; the 648 

level of staining in SLM was equivalent to stratum radiatum (SR; n=2 slices/N=5 649 

animals; multiple t-test with Holms-Sidak correction, bin 19 p=0.038; Fig 14C).  In 650 

ventral CA1, we found that in both control and post-SE sections the HCN1 staining 651 
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increased with distance from the soma (n=2 slices/N=5 animals; multiple t-test with 652 

Holms-Sidak correction, p=0.53–0.97; Fig 14D-F).  In one post-SE animal, which was 653 

included in the analysis, there was an increase in brightness in the pyramidal layer (SP) 654 

and oriens (SO), which we believe was due to damage rather than an increase in 655 

perisomatic HCN1 staining, since it was present in the absence of the primary antibody.  656 

Both the physiological recordings and immunohistochemistry suggest that post-SE, the 657 

expression of HCN channels is reduced in the dendrites of dorsal CA1 neurons, while 658 

the HCN expression in ventral CA1 neurons is unchanged. 659 

 660 

Discussion  661 

In this study, we have investigated how the electrical properties of CA1 neurons are 662 

altered as the hippocampal network becomes permissible to spontaneous seizures 663 

using a post-status epilepticus (SE) model of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy.  Previous 664 

research suggests epilepsy causes the input-output relationship in CA1 neurons to 665 

change, which results in an increased intrinsic excitability (Ketelaars et al., 2001; Su et 666 

al., 2002; Bernard et al., 2004; Jung et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2010).  We tested 667 

whether this increased excitability uniformly affects neurons at either end of the 668 

longitudinal axis of the hippocampus.  We found that the intrinsic excitability is 669 

increased in dorsal CA1 neurons, but not ventral CA1 neurons post-SE.  Dorsal CA1 670 

neurons post-SE had an increased firing intensity that was accompanied by a reduced 671 

interspike interval and increased input resistance at the soma and apical dendrite.  The 672 

intrinsic properties of neurons are determined by neuronal morphology and ion channel 673 

distribution.  We ruled out epilepsy induced changes in morphology with cellular 674 
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reconstructions.  Therefore, we tested for disruptions in ion channel expression that 675 

were specific to dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE.  To explain the reduction in interspike 676 

interval we measured, we tested for a reduction in M/Kv7 channel expression.  We did 677 

not detect a difference in the pharmacological sensitivity of the ISI or in the expression 678 

of the Kv7.2 subunit post-SE.  To explain the increased input resistance at the soma 679 

and dendrite post-SE, we tested for a reduction in GIRK and HCN channel expression.  680 

We did not detect a difference in the pharmacological sensitivity of GIRK-dependent 681 

intrinsic properties or in the expression of the GIRK2 channel subunit between control 682 

and post-SE conditions.  At the dendrites of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE we saw a 683 

reduction in the ZD-7288-sensitive component of the input resistance suggesting there 684 

is less Ih post-SE.  We also found a reduction in the HCN1 immunostaining in the dorsal 685 

dendrites post-SE.  This reduction in HCN expression in dorsal, but not ventral CA1 686 

neurons, contributed to the increased intrinsic excitability in dorsal CA1 neurons.  This 687 

difference between the phenotypes of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons post-SE was 688 

surprising and suggested that epilepsy does not uniformly affect CA1 neurons.   689 

 690 

Differences Between the Excitability of Dorsal and Ventral CA1 Neurons is Absent 691 

Post-SE 692 

 693 

At the inception of this study we hypothesized that epilepsy would cause a uniform 694 

increase in excitability on top of the normal gradient.  In this case, dorsal-ventral 695 

differences in excitability would still be evident, and all CA1 neurons post-SE would be 696 

more likely to engage in epilepiform activity.  While this was a compelling hypothesis, it 697 
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was not supported by the data.  A main finding in this study was that in this model of 698 

epilepsy dorsal but not ventral neurons become more excitable (Fig 3-6).   699 

 700 

It is surprising that we observed epilepsy-induced changes exclusively in dorsal CA1 701 

neurons, because the ventral hippocampus is more tightly associated with seizure 702 

generation and seizure induced damage (Elul, 1964; Racine et al., 1977; Gilbert et al., 703 

1985; Bragdon et al., 1986; Cavazos et al., 2004; Ekstrand et al., 2011; Toyoda et al., 704 

2013).  Our results indicated that the excitability of dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE 705 

increased and became indistinguishable from ventral CA1 neurons.  This change may 706 

permit dorsal neurons to function more like ventral neurons, extending the excitability 707 

phenotype of ventral neurons across the dorsoventral axis of CA1 post-SE.  708 

 709 

The dorsal and ventral hippocampus are associated with different aspects of behavior.  710 

Lesion studies have shown the dorsal, but not the ventral, hippocampus is necessary 711 

for spatial navigation (Moser et al., 1995).  Other lesion studies have implicated the 712 

ventral hippocampus in the encoding of emotional aspect of experience, including fear 713 

and autonomic processes (Bannerman et al., 2002; Kjelstrup et al., 2002).  Our data 714 

would suggest that the behavioral role of the ventral hippocampus has not changed in 715 

epilepsy, but that spatial navigation requiring the dorsal hippocampus could be 716 

adversely affected.  Place cells in the dorsal hippocampus have, in fact, been found to 717 

be less stable and precise post-SE (Liu et al., 2003). 718 

 719 

HCN Channelopathies in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy 720 
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One interesting juxtaposition is that while the excitability of dorsal and ventral neurons 721 

became more similar post-SE, there was a greater difference in the expression of HCN 722 

channels between dorsal and ventral regions.  In 2013, Dougherty and colleagues 723 

showed in naïve rats ventral CA1 neurons have an increase in the ratio of HCN1 to 724 

HCN2 subunits compared to dorsal neurons, which caused HCN channels to play a 725 

more prominent role in the resting properties of ventral CA1 neurons.  Here we show 726 

HCN channel expression decreased in dorsal CA1 neurons, contributing to the 727 

increased intrinsic excitability observed in dorsal CA1 neurons.  728 

 729 

These data add to the literature linking HCN channels with epilepsy models.  One 730 

compelling hypothesis is that in epilepsy dentate granule cells reflect homeostatic ion 731 

channel plasticity, while CA1 pyramidal neurons exhibit acquired channelopathies 732 

(Wolfart and Laker, 2015).  Consistent with this framework, HCN channel expression is 733 

increased in granule cells, reducing the excitability of these neurons (Bender et al., 734 

2003).  In CA1 neurons, however, reduced HCN channel expression (mRNA, total 735 

protein, and surface labeling) has been found in epilepsy models (Jung et al., 2007; 736 

Powell et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2009; Marcelin et al., 2009; Santoro 737 

et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2011). Reduced Ih has also been found in recordings from 738 

human layer II/III pyramidal neurons in the entorhinal cortex (Wierschke et al., 2010), a 739 

cell type that, like CA1 pyramidal neurons, had a reduction in Ih post-SE (Shah et al., 740 

2004). Furthermore, modulation of Ih has been associated with seizure susceptibility.  741 

For example, mice without the HCN1 protein have an increased susceptibility to 742 

seizures (Huang et al., 2009; Santoro et al., 2010).  In addition, preventing the 743 
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transcriptional repression of the HCN1 gene in the dorsal hippocampus by the 744 

nonspecific transcriptional repressor, NRSF, decreased the number of spontaneous 745 

seizures observed 1-2 weeks post-SE (McClelland et al., 2011).   746 

 747 

HCN channel have been suggested as a potential target for the treatment of epilepsy 748 

(Chen:2002ty; Shah:2013ik; Noam et al., 2011).  Some currently available antiseizure 749 

drugs (ASDs) have been shown to increase Ih in CA1 neurons (e.g. gabapentin (Surges 750 

et al., 2003) and lamotrigine (Poolos et al., 2002)).  Therefore, our study suggests that 751 

the therapeutic effect of these drugs in CA1 neurons may be different in dorsal and 752 

ventral CA1 neurons.  More specifically, the ASD-induced increase in Ih could serve to 753 

rectify a disease phenotype in the dorsal region of CA1, while causing a homeostatic 754 

reduction in excitability in the ventral CA1.  755 

 756 

Several potential mechanisms could cause a reduction in HCN channels.  Disruptions in 757 

both the transcription and post-translational regulation of HCN subunits post-SE has 758 

been found (Jung et al., 2010; McClelland et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2015). In 759 

addition, the assembled subunit composition and trafficking of channels is sensitive to 760 

seizures, particularly the HCN1 subunit (Shin:2008bc; Zha:2008hw; Marcelin et al., 761 

2009).   762 

 763 

HCN channels conduct an inward, cationic current when the membrane potential 764 

hyperpolarizes, which reverses around -40 mV, close to the action potential threshold.  765 

The effect of this current is to limit the spatial and temporal summation of excitatory 766 
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inputs and the channel kinetics bias the propagation of inputs that arrive at theta 767 

frequencies, 4-12 Hz (Magee, 1999; Narayanan and Johnston, 2007; Vaidya and 768 

Johnston, 2013).  A reduction in the dendritic HCN channel expression not only 769 

increases the time window for summation, but also disrupts the integration of tuned 770 

inputs (Magee, 1999; Nolan et al., 2004). The strength of inputs, especially those from 771 

the temporoammonic pathway have been shown to be enhanced post-SE (Wozny et al., 772 

2005; Ang et al., 2006).  Similarly, a loss of Ih in dorsal CA1 neurons, and O-LM 773 

interneurons has been correlated with a reduction in intracellular and extracellular theta 774 

oscillations (Buzsáki, 2002; Dugladze et al., 2007; Marcelin et al., 2009). These data 775 

suggest that the loss of Ih is detrimental to both neuronal and circuit level function.    776 

 777 

Incorporating Longitudinal Position into Future Hippocampal Studies  778 

The awareness of differences in HCN expression along the dorsovental axis was 779 

recently reported (Marcelin et al., 2012; Dougherty et al., 2013).  Identifying the 780 

longitudinal position of experiments done in CA1 prior to these studies is not feasible.  781 

We were, however, able to recover a subset of the slices used for the physiological 782 

recordings reported by Shin and colleagues (2008).  The acute slices were fixed with 783 

gluteraldehyde immediately after the recordings were made and we measured the 784 

anatomical properties using the algorithm developed by Malik et al. (2015).  The 785 

longitudinal position of twenty-one slices used in their experiments had a mid-point of -786 

1.27 ± 0.15 mm, which would be classified as ventral-intermediate.  Therefore, we 787 

hypothesize that HCN channel expression is reduced along three quarters of the 788 

longitudinal axis of CA1 (from dorsal to ventral-intermediate).  The reduction in HCN 789 
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channel expression we report here compliments the existing literature by providing an 790 

anatomical context in which these changes occur.  Future investigation will be needed 791 

to determine if other acquired channelopathies associated with Temporal Lobe Epilepsy 792 

also have a differential expression pattern along the dorsoventral axis of the 793 

hippocampus.   794 

 795 
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 1004 

Figure Legends 1005 

Figure 1: Spontaneous seizures occur within the first month after status epilepticus.   1006 
A. Description of status epilepticus protocol.  Expansion below to the left illustrates the only 1007 
difference between the treatment groups was an injection of kainic acid (post-SE) or vehicle 1008 
(control).  All rats, including controls, received an injection of pentobarbital.  After status, post-1009 
SE rats underwent a variable length latent period, and then chronic spontaneous seizures 1010 
begin.  Rats were euthanized 1–2 months after the day of SE induction and used for physiology 1011 
or immunohistochemistry experiments.   1012 
B. Example EEG from video-EEG monitoring of post-SE rat implanted with depth electrodes 1013 
targeting the dorsal, intermediate and ventral hippocampus.  The first seizures were subclinical 1014 
and occurred on Day 8.  The first electrographic seizures that also had a behavioral correlate, 1015 
which were confirmed by video monitoring, occurred on Day 12. The electrographic signature of 1016 
these seizures is shown at the top.  Below, the seizure frequency is shown through day 45 post-1017 
SE.   1018 
C. Representative EEG from an animal implanted with subdural electrodes positioned above the 1019 
left and right parietal association cortex (L PA and R PA, respectively) and right frontal cortex (R 1020 
FC).  Video-EEG monitoring showed that before kainic acid injections, seizures were never 1021 
observed.  Pre-SE traces were taken from a period of quiet wakefulness, and traces to the right 1022 
(post-SE) show the first observed convulsive seizure 13 days post-SE.  Four rats were equipped 1023 
with subdural electrodes and monitored 3 days a week for 8 hours a day for at least the first two 1024 
months post-SE.  One animal was monitored continuously (from B, filled diamond).  Seizures 1025 
were observed in the first month post-SE in all rats.  The day of the first observed convulsive 1026 
seizure for animals is plotted.   1027 
D. Days after injection (post-SE or control) is plotted for animals used in these studies. 1028 
 1029 
Figure 2: Slices were collected from identifiable and distinct regions of the hippocampus.   1030 
A. Preparation of all slices used in the following experiments targeted either the dorsal or the 1031 
ventral hippocampus.  To the left, a schematic of the blocking cuts used to collect slices from 1032 
the dorsal (top) or ventral (bottom) hippocampus.  To the right, representative sections show 1033 
differences in hippocampal microarchitecture at either end of the dorsoventral axis.  Note the 1034 
distinctive difference in the shape of the dentate granule cell layer.   1035 
B. Dorsoventral location of slices were mapped on to the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus 1036 
post-hoc.  Left: Representative images from above are overlaid with solid and dotted lines.  1037 
These lines reflect measurements made from transverse hippocampal sections.  A ratio of the 1038 
length of the lines (solid/dotted) in hippocampal subregions CA1 (green), CA3 (orange) and DG 1039 
(yellow) were put into the statistical model described in the text to estimate dorsoventral 1040 
location.  Right: Summary of predicted slice location along the dorsoventral axis.  Symbols 1041 
reflect location (e.g. circles are dorsal, and triangles are ventral hippocampus).  Data from 1042 
control rats are presented in black, and data from post-SE rats are presented in red.  This color 1043 
scheme is consistent throughout the manuscript. 1044 
 1045 
Figure 3: Dorsoventral difference in firing output is absent post-SE.  1046 
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A. To the left the schematic shows the recordings location.  To the right representative action 1047 
potential trains evoked from the natural resting membrane potential with an 800 ms long 250 pA 1048 
current injection.   1049 
B. The firing intensity, which is the number of action potentials generated as a function of the 1050 
amplitude of injected current, is plotted for current steps between 0 and 500 pA.  The firing 1051 
intensity obtained from whole cell recordings of dorsal (circles) and ventral (triangles) CA1 1052 
pyramidal neurons from control animals are plotted.  When we compared these group in post 1053 
hoc comparisons we found that they were different for all current steps above 150 pA.   1054 
C. To compare the effect of epilepsy within regions we plotted the firing intensity of dorsal CA1 1055 
neurons from control (black) and post-SE (red) rats.   1056 
D. Firing intensity of ventral CA1 neurons from control and post-SE rats were not statistically 1057 
different at any current injection.  1058 
E. Firing intensity of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons from post-SE rats.  Data are expressed as 1059 
the mean ± s.e.m.  Statistical significance (*) is defined as p<0.05. 1060 
 1061 
Figure 4. Reduced interspike interval contributes to increased firing in dorsal CA1 1062 
neurons post-SE.   1063 
A. Representative trains of 8-11 action potentials from dorsal CA1 neurons from control and 1064 
post-SE groups.  Trains are evoked from the resting membrane potential with a variable 1065 
amplitude current injection.  The traces are overlaid at the bottom, and allows for direct 1066 
comparison of trace features.   1067 
B. Threshold, plotted as a function of spike number in the train, progressively increases, but 1068 
was not different between the two groups.   1069 
C. Maximum rate of rise was also not different between the two groups.   1070 
D. Action potential amplitude was also not different between the two groups.   1071 
E. The amplitude of the fast afterhyperpolarization immediately following repolarization was also 1072 
measured.  The amplitude was not different between the control and post-SE dorsal neurons.   1073 
F. Interspike interval (ISI) was measured between each action potential.  Control dorsal neurons 1074 
had a characteristic delay in the middle of the train, which was absent post-SE. 1075 
 1076 
Figure 5. Input resistance is increased in dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE.  1077 
A. Dorsal and ventral cells had different resting membrane potentials in recordings from control 1078 
rats.   1079 
B. Resting membrane potentials of dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons from post-SE rats are 1080 
plotted.  1081 
C. Current injections delivered to neurons were 800 ms long steps ranging from -150 to 50 pA.  1082 
Representative voltage traces from dorsal CA1 neurons from control (black) and post-SE (red) 1083 
groups are shown.  Neurons were held at -65 mV.   1084 
D. Representative voltage traces recorded from ventral CA1 neurons in control and post-SE 1085 
groups are shown.  1086 
E. Dorsal-ventral comparisons of input resistance from control rats are plotted.  1087 
F. The input resistance of dorsal CA1 neurons from control and post-SE groups are plotted.  1088 
G. Within ventral CA1, measurements of input resistance from control and post-SE neurons 1089 
were plotted.  1090 
H. Dorsal-ventral comparisons of input resistance from post-SE rats are plotted.   1091 
 1092 
Figure 6: Dendritic input resistance is increased in dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE.    1093 
A–B. Representative voltage traces from 800 ms long current steps from -150-50 pA in dorsal 1094 
(A) and ventral (B) CA1 neurons from control (black) and post-SE (red) groups.  Dendrites were 1095 
held at -65 mV.   1096 
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C. Input resistance was calculated from families of traces collected at -75, -70, -65, -60 mV for 1097 
dorsal and ventral neurons from control animals. Inset shows recording location.   1098 
D. The input resistance of dorsal dendrites from control and epileptic animals were significantly 1099 
different from each other.   1100 
E. Epilepsy as a factor did not have a significant effect in describing the variance of the input 1101 
resistances of ventral dendrites.   1102 
F. The input resistance of dorsal and ventral neurons from post-SE animals are plotted.  1103 
 1104 
Figure 7: Cellular morphology unchanged in dorsal and ventral CA1 neurons post-SE. 1105 
A. Representative morphological reconstructions of filled dorsal CA1 neurons from control and 1106 
post-SE groups.   1107 
B. Branching pattern of dorsal neurons quantified with Sholl analysis where each concentric 1108 
circle increased by 20.3 μm.  1109 
C. Total dendritic length in dorsal neurons from both control and post-SE groups are plotted.  1110 
D. Representative neuron tracings of ventral CA1 neurons from control and post-SE groups.   1111 
E. Sholl analysis quantified branching of the dendritic arbor in ventral CA1 neurons.  1112 
F. The dendritic length in ventral CA1 neurons in control and post-SE were not statically 1113 
different. 1114 
 1115 
Figure 8: Reduced interspike interval in dorsal CA1 neurons post-SE cannot be explained 1116 
by a reduction in M channel expression.  1117 
A-D. Action potential trains containing 8-11 spikes were analyzed as in Figure 4.  Example spike 1118 
trains evoked from -60 mV are shown before and after (gray) 10 μM XE991. Summary graph 1119 
shows ISI duration vs. position in spike train before (solid line/closed circles) and after XE991 1120 
(dashed line/open circles).   1121 
A. In dorsal CA1 neurons from control and post-SE rats the duration of the ISI increases 1122 
throughout the train.   1123 
B. The spike frequency accommodation, calculated as a ratio of the first to the sixth spike, was 1124 
not significantly different between control and post-SE dorsal neurons, however there was a 1125 
significant effect of XE.   1126 
C. In ventral CA1 neurons from control and post-SE rats the duration of the ISI remains at 1127 
approximately 100 ms throughout the train.  There are no differences between control and post-1128 
SE conditions.   1129 
D. The spike frequency accommodation was close to 1, and XE991 had a minimal effect on 1130 
these neurons.  There was no difference between control and post-SE ventral neurons.   1131 
E. Representative traces to the left are, from top to bottom, of injected current (-50 pA, 500 ms 1132 
step and a ±50 pA, 1-15 Hz chirp stimulus), and representative voltage responses for dorsal 1133 
CA1 neurons from control and post-SE groups at -35 mV.  Arrow shows peak resonance 1134 
frequency.  To the right, an overlay of the impedance amplitude profiles from the representative 1135 
traces with dotted lines representing the peak resonance frequency.   1136 
F. Peak resonance frequency at depolarized membrane potentials is graphed.  Control and 1137 
post-SE dorsal neurons were not different. 1138 
 1139 
Figure 9: Kv7.2 immunoreactivity does not change post-SE.   1140 
A, B, D, E: All representative images follow the same format.  Upper left: A transverse 1141 
hippocampal section with a nuclear stain provides local histological landmarks.  Upper right: 1142 
Kv7.2 staining in the same slice.  The blue box shows the region of CA1 expanded below.  The 1143 
yellow box represents the quantification area.  Bottom: Zoomed in view of CA1 with subunit 1144 
stain and overlay of quantification area.  Scale bars are 500 μm.   1145 
A. Representative section from the dorsal hippocampus with Kv7.2 staining from a control rat.  1146 
B. Representative section from the dorsal hippocampus with Kv7.2 staining from a post-SE rat.   1147 
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C. Group data of the mean gray value of region in stratum oriens of dorsal hippocampal slices 1148 
from control, and post-SE groups.  These data are not statistically different.   1149 
D. Kv7.2 staining in the ventral hippocampus of a control rat.  1150 
E. Kv7.2 staining in the ventral hippocampus of a post-SE rat.  1151 
F. Summary data showing the average gray value in control and post-SE groups.  These data 1152 
are not statistically different from one another.  1153 
 1154 
Figure 10: The functional expression of GIRK channels is unaltered in dorsal and ventral 1155 
neurons post-SE.  1156 
A. With the bath application of 50 μM barium the membrane potential increased in both control 1157 
and post-SE groups.  The barium induced depolarization was 7.6 ± 1.2 mV in controls and 7.0 ± 1158 
1.2 mV in the post-SE group.  This difference was not statistically significant (unpaired t-test, 1159 
p=0.69)  1160 
B. Representative voltage traces held at -65 mV from which the input resistance was calculated 1161 
in ACSF (baseline) and barium conditions in cells from control and post-SE groups.   1162 
C. Somatic input resistance at -65 mV before and after application of barium in control and post-1163 
SE.  Relative to baseline the input resistance in controls increased by 33.0 ± 9.2% and post-SE 1164 
the increase was 40.3 ± 4.4%.  The change in input resistance was not statically different 1165 
between the two groups.   1166 
D. Bath application of 50 μM barium caused the membrane potential of ventral CA1 neurons 1167 
from both groups to depolarize.  Summary graphs show the change in the control and post-SE 1168 
groups.  The change in membrane potential was not different between the two groups.   1169 
E. Representative voltage traces held at -65 mV from which the input resistance was calculated 1170 
in ACSF (baseline) and barium conditions in control (black) and post-SE (red).   1171 
F. Barium caused the steady state input resistance to increase in ventral CA1 neurons from 1172 
both control and post-SE groups.  The percent change relative to baseline was 18.1 ± 3.5% for 1173 
controls and 33.7 ± 10.8% post-SE.  This difference was not statistically significant. 1174 
 1175 
Figure 11: Expression of GIRK2 subunit is unchanged post-SE.   1176 
A, B, D, E: All representative images follow the same format.  Upper left: Transverse slice from 1177 
dorsal hippocampus with the nuclear stain, Hoechst 33342, from control group.  Upper right: 1178 
Representative hippocampal staining of GIRK2. The blue box shows the portion of CA1 1179 
expanded below. The yellow shaded region shows the region selected for quantification from 1180 
the alveus to the fissure in both channels. Bottom: GIRK2 staining in CA1, where the lighter 1181 
shade of gray reflects more immunoreactivity for GIRK2 protein.  Staining is evident in the 1182 
somatic layer (S.P) and dendritic layers.  Scale bars are 500 μm. 1183 
A. Representative section from the dorsal hippocampus with GIRK2 staining from a control rat.   1184 
B. Representative section from the dorsal hippocampus with GIRK2 staining from a post-SE rat. 1185 
C. Quantification of average grayscale pixel intensity along the length of the somatodendritc 1186 
axis on dorsal CA1.  Since the radial length can differ between sections the lengths were 1187 
normalized and binned into 20 segments.  Dotted lines reflect transitions between layers 1188 
abbreviated S.O. (stratum oriens), S.P. (stratum pyramidale), S.R. (stratum radiatum), and 1189 
S.L.M. (stratum lacunosum moleculare).  Comparisons between equivalent radial locations were 1190 
tested between control and post-SE group data.   1191 
D. GIRK2 staining in the ventral hippocampus of control rat.  1192 
E. GIRK2 staining in the ventral hippocampus of a post-SE rat.   1193 
F. Quantification along the normalized length of the somatodendritic/radial axis in ventral CA1.  1194 
Equivalent radial locations were compared between control and post-SE group data.   1195 
 1196 
Figure 12: Resonance frequency is reduced in dorsal dendrites post-SE.  1197 
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A, C, E, G. Left: Representative voltage responses to a 15 Hz chirp stimulus obtained from 1198 
whole cell recordings from control (upper, black) and post-SE (lower, red) cells.  Right:  Plot of 1199 
impedance amplitude as a function of frequency for voltage traces. Dotted line shows the peak 1200 
frequency.   1201 
A. Representative recordings from the soma of dorsal CA1 neurons.   1202 
B. Summary graph showing the peak resonance frequency values obtained from dorsal somatic 1203 
recordings from control and post-SE groups.  These groups were not statically different from 1204 
one another.   1205 
C. Representative recordings from the apical dendrite of dorsal CA1 neurons.  1206 
D. Summary of data collected from the dendrite of dorsal CA1 neurons showing the peak 1207 
resonance in control and post-SE groups.  These groups were statistically different. 1208 
E. Representative responses at the soma of ventral CA1 neurons in both groups.  1209 
F. Summary graphs showing the group data for control and post-SE conditions.  1210 
G. Representative recordings at the dendrite of ventral CA1 neurons.  1211 
F. Summary graphs comparing the group data for control and post-SE conditions.   1212 
 1213 
Figure 13: Reduced sensitivity to the HCN channel blocker, ZD7288, in dorsal dendrites 1214 
post-SE.  1215 
A. Voltage responses at the dendrite of dorsal CA1 neurons were measured from -70 mV under 1216 
baseline conditions, ACSF, and after bath application of 10 μM ZD7288.   1217 
B. The steady state input resistance increased after ZD was introduced in both control and post-1218 
SE groups.   1219 
C. The increase in input resistance was much larger in controls.   1220 
D. The amplitude of the rebound depolarization was plotted as a function of the membrane 1221 
potential at the end of the current step.  The slope of this relationship was plotted under 1222 
baseline, ACSF, conditions and then after ZD7288 for both treatment groups.  In dorsal CA1 1223 
neurons post-SE the rebound slope was significantly reduced.   1224 
E. Representative traces from dendrites of ventral CA1 neurons under baseline conditions, 1225 
ACSF, or after bath application of 10 μM ZD7288.   1226 
F. The dendritic input resistance of ventral CA1 neurons increased after ZD7288.   1227 
G. The increase in input resistance relative to baseline was not different between the groups.   1228 
H. The rebound slope was reduced with application of ZD, but there was no difference between 1229 
the control and post-SE groups. 1230 
 1231 
Figure 14: Reduced expression of HCN1 subunit in distal dendritic layer post-SE.   1232 
A, B, D, E. Upper left: Representative hippocampal section with the nuclear stain.  Upper right: 1233 
HCN1 staining.  The blue box shows the portion of CA1 expanded below. The yellow box shows 1234 
the region selected for quantification from the alveus to the fissure. Bottom: HNC1 staining in 1235 
CA1, where the lighter shade of gray reflects more immunoreactivity for HCN1 protein.  The 1236 
most prominent staining is in the distal dendrites of S.L.M.  Scale bars are 500 μm. 1237 
B. Representative section shown of dorsal hippocampal section from post-SE rat.  1238 
C. Quantification along the length of the somatodendritc axis on dorsal CA1.  Dotted lines reflect 1239 
transitions between layers.  Comparisons between equivalent radial locations were tested 1240 
between control and post-SE group data.   1241 
D. HCN1 staining in the ventral hippocampus of a control rat.   1242 
E. HCN1 staining in the ventral hippocampus of a post-SE rat.   1243 
F. Quantification along the normalized length of the somatodendritic axis in ventral CA1.  1244 
Equivalent radial locations were compared between control and post-SE group data.  1245 






























